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Can you recognize the above cartoon characters? Yes, they are Old Master Q, Big Potato and Mr. Chin. Old Master Q’s (OMQ) comics came about in the 1960s in Hong Kong. The four-frame and six-frame comic series have appealed to an enormous number of Chinese readers and actually they are considered as the collective memories of Hong Kong people. Old Master Q Chinese Idioms LOL 2 is an English version of the original copies. The stories are categorized into four main themes: Joy, Anger, Melancholy (black humor) and Ecstasy (funny moments). Not only recalling the fun from the stories, learning the idioms and their usage from the comics has also become an intellectual reading experience.

I beg you won’t miss the humors and laughter from reading these hilarious stories. It must leave you a heart-felt smile. Don’t hesitate. This book is available in our school library. Act Now!!!
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